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Abstra t
Te hniques are des ribed for redu ing omplexity in stringed instrument simulation for
purposes of digital synthesis. These in lude ommuting losses and dispersion to onsolidate
them into a single lter, repla ing body resonators by look-up tables, simpli ed bow-string
intera tion, and single- lter, multiply-free oupled strings implementation.
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1 Digital Waveguide Theory
This se tion summarizes the digital waveguide model for vibrating strings. Further details an be
found in [Smith 1992℄.
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Figure 1: The ideal vibrating string.

The wave equation for the ideal (lossless, linear, exible) vibrating string, depi ted in Fig. 1,
is given by
Ky 00 = y
where



K =
string tension
y =
y (t; x)

 
 = linear mass density y_ = t y (t; x)

 
y =
string displa ement y 0 =
x y (t; x)

The same wave equation applies to any displa ement along one dimension in any perfe tly elasti
medium. We refer to the general lass of su h media as one-dimensional waveguides. Extension to
two and more dimensions is des ribed elsewhere in this pro eedings [Van Duyne and Smith 1992℄.
It an be readily he ked that the
wave equation is solved by any string shape whi h travels
q
to the left or right with speed = K=. (But note that the derivation of the wave equation
assumes the string slope is mu h less than 1 at all times and positions.) If we denote rightgoing traveling waves by yr (x t) and left-going traveling waves by yl (x + t), where yr and
yl are arbitrary twi e-di erentiable fun tions, then the general lass of solutions to the lossless,
one-dimensional, se ond-order wave equation an be expressed as

y (x; t) = yr (x

t) + yl (x + t)

Sampling the traveling-waves gives

y (tn; xm )

= yr (tn
= yr (nT
= yr [(n

xm = ) + yl (tn + xm = )
mX= ) + yl (nT + mX=
m)T ℄ + yl [(n + m)T ℄

)
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Sin e T multiplies all arguments, we suppress it by de ning

y +(n) =
yr (nT )


y (n) =
yl (nT )

The \+" supers ript denotes a traveling-wave omponent propagating to the right, and \ "
denotes propagation to the left. Finally, the left- and right-going traveling waves must be summed
to produ e a physi al output a ording to the formula

y (tn ; xm ) = y + (n m) + y (n + m)
The appendix shows a linear wave equation with onstant oeÆ ients, of any order, admits a
de aying, dispersive, traveling-wave solution. Even-order time derivatives give rise to dispersion
and odd-order time derivatives orrespond to losses; higher order spatial derivatives give rise to
multiple solutions of the same kind. The orresponding digital simulation of an arbitrarily long
(undriven and unobserved) se tion of medium an be simpli ed via ommutativity to at most two
pure delays and at most two linear, time-invariant lters. In dimensions higher than one, these
remarks apply to any given dire tion of traveling-wave propagation.
Sin e every linear, time-invariant lter an be expressed as a zero-phase lter in as ade with
an allpass lter, we may fa tor the lter into its lossy part and its dispersive part. The zero-phase
fa tor implements frequen y-dependent gain (damping in a digital waveguide), and the allpass
part gives frequen y-dependent delay, (dispersion in a digital waveguide). A digital simulation
diagram appears in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Dis rete simulation of the ideal, linear, lossy, dispersive, digital waveguide.

The simulation of the traveling-waves is exa t, in prin iple, at the sampling positions and
instants, even though losses and dispersion are admitted in the wave equation. Note also that
the losses whi h are distributed in the ontinuous solution have been onsolidated, or lumped,
at dis rete intervals of T meters in the simulation. The lter HT (z ) summarizes the distributed
ltering in urred in one sampling interval. The lumping of distributed ltering does not introdu e an approximation error at the sampling points. Furthermore, bandlimited interpolation an
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yield arbitrarily a urate re onstru tion between samples [Smith and Gossett 1984℄. The main
restri tion is that all initial onditions and ex itations be bandlimited to half the sampling rate.
It is usually possible to realize vast omputational savings in waveguide simulation by ommuting losses out of unobserved and undriven se tions of the medium and onsolidating them
at a minimum number of points. Be ause the digital simulation is linear and time invariant

(given onstant medium parameters), and be ause linear, time-invariant elements ommute, the
diagram in Fig. 3 is exa tly equivalent (to within numeri al pre ision) to the previous diagram in
Fig. 2. Ea h per-sample lter HT (z ) is ommuted with delay elements and ombined with other
lters until an input or output is en ountered whi h inhibits further migration. Filters an also
be pushed through nodes in the diagram to a hieve further simpli ations in some ases.
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Figure 3: General linear digital waveguide with ommuted loss/dispersion lters.

2 The Terminated String
Using the above simpli ation prin iples, it is possible to ommute the elements of a rigidly
terminated, dispersive, lossy string into the form shown in Fig. 4, provided that the string is to
be ex ited by initial onditions and the output signal is taken to be a traveling-wave omponent.
In this ase, the losses and dispersion are lumped at a single point in the round-trip travel along the
string. When the loop lter is a two-point average (1+z 1 )=2, and when the initial onditions used
to \plu k" the string are taken to be random numbers, the well known Karplus-Strong algorithm
for string and drum sounds is obtained [Karplus and Strong 1983, Ja e and Smith 1983℄.

In a general physi al model, the loop lter is determined by the as ade of (1) the ltering
experien ed by a traveling wave in traversing the string twi e, and (2) the re e tion transfer
fun tions of the two terminations.
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Figure 4: The rigidly terminated, linear string.

p

If the wave impedan e of the string is R = K, and the bridge driving-point impedan e is
Rb (z ), then the re e tion transfer fun tion at the bridge is given by

Sb (z ) =

F (z )
F + (z )

= RRb ((zz)) + RR
b

for for e waves, and Sb (z ) for velo ity waves. Be ause the bridge is passive, Rb (z ) is positive
real, [Van Valkenburg 1960℄, i.e.,
(1) Rb (z ) is real when z is real.
(2) jz j  1 ) re fRb (z )g  0.

This implies Sb (z ) is a S hur fun tion, i.e., Sb (z )  1 for jz j  1. Re e tion lters asso iated
with passive, nite-order impedan es always have an equal number of poles and zeros, as an
be seen from the above expression. If the bridge termination is lossless, its impedan e Rb (z ) is
purely rea tive and the re e tion lter Sb (z ) be omes allpass. Typi ally, the re e tion lter has
gain less than but lose to 1 at all frequen ies, and the gain is smallest at frequen ies where there
is strong oupling with a bridge or body resonan e.

3 Simpli ed Body Filters
In a omplete stringed musi al instrument, su h as a guitar, the string ouples via the bridge into
a resonating \body" whi h is needed for oupling to the surrounding air, and whi h imposes a
frequen y response of its own on the radiated sound. In addition, spe tral hara teristi s of the
string ex itation a e t the radiated sound. Thus, we have the omponents shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: S hemati diagram of a stringed musi al instrument.
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Be ause the string and body are approximately linear and time-invariant, we may ommute
the string and resonator, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Equivalent diagram in the linear, time-invariant ase.

The ex itation an now be onvolved with the resonator impulse response to provide a single,
aggregate, ex itation table, as depi ted in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Use of an aggregate ex itation given by the onvolution of original ex itation with the
resonator impulse response.

In the simplest ase, the string is \plu ked" using the (half-windowed) impulse response of
the body.
An example of an ex itation is the for e applied by a pi k or a nger at some point, or set
of points, along the string. The input for e per sample at ea h point divided by 4R gives the
velo ity to inje t additively at that point in both traveling-wave dire tions. (The fa tor of 4
omes from splitting the inje ted velo ity into two traveling-wave omponents, and from the fa t
that two string end-points are being driven.) Equal inje tion in the left- and right-going dire tions
orresponds to an ex itation for e whi h is stationary with respe t to the string.
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Figure 8: Possible omponents of a guitar resonator.
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In a pra ti al instrument, the \resonator" is determined by the hoi e of output signal in the
physi al s enario, and it generally in ludes ltering downstream of the body itself, as shown in
Fig. 8. A typi al example for the guitar or violin would be to hoose the output signal at a point
a few feet away from the top plate of the body. In pra ti e, su h a signal an be measured using
a mi rophone held at the desired output point and re ording the response at that point to the
striking of the bridge with a for e hammer. It is useful to re ord simultaneously the output of
an a elerometer mounted on the bridge in order to also obtain experimentally the driving-point
impedan e at the bridge. In general, it is desirable to hoose the output lose to the instrument
so as to keep the resonator response as short as possible. The resonator omponents need to be
linear and time invariant, so they will be ommutative with the string and ombinable with the
string ex itation signal via onvolution.
The string should also be linear and time invariant in order to be able to ommute it with the
generalized resonator. However, the string is a tually the least linear element of most stringed
musi al instruments, with the main e e t of nonlinearity being a slight in rease of the fundamental
vibration frequen y with amplitude. A se ondary e e t is to introdu e oupling between the two
polarizations of vibration along the length of the string. In pra ti e, however, the string an be
onsidered suÆ iently lose to linear to permit ommuting with the body. The string is also time
varying in the presen e of vibrato, but this too an be negle ted in pra ti e. While ommuting a
live string and resonator may not identi al mathemati ally, the sound is substantially the same.
There are various options when ombining the ex itation and resonator into an aggregate
ex itation, as shown in Fig. 7. For example, a wave-table an be prepared whi h ontains the
onvolution of a parti ular point ex itation with a parti ular hoi e of resonator. Perhaps the
simplest hoi e of ex itation is the impulse signal. Physi ally, this would be natural when the
wave variables in the string are taken to be a eleration waves for a plu ked string; in this ase,
an ideal plu k gives rise to an impulse of a eleration input to the left and right in the string at
the plu k point. If loss of per eived pi k position is unimportant, the impulse inje tion need only
be in a single dire tion. (The omb ltering whi h gives rise to the pi k-position illusion an be
restored by inje ting a se ond, negated impulse at a delay equal to the travel time to and from
the bridge.) In this simple ase of a single impulse to plu k the string, the aggregate ex itation
is simply the impulse response of the resonator. Many ex itation and resonator variations an be
simulated using a olle tion of aggregate ex itation tables. It is useful to provide for interpolation
of ex itation tables so as to provide intermediate points along a parameter dimension. In fa t, all
the issues normally asso iated with sampling synthesis arise in the ontext of the string ex itation
table. A disadvantage of ombining ex itation and resonator is the loss of multiple output signals
from the body simulation, but the timbral e e ts arising from the mixing together of multiple
body outputs an be obtained via a mixing of orresponding ex itation tables.
If the aggregate ex itation is too long, it may be shortened by a variety of te hniques. It is
good to rst onvert the nal ex itation a(n) in Fig. 7 to minimum phase so as to provide the
maximum shortening onsistent with the original magnitude spe trum. Se ondly, a(n) an be
\half-windowed" using the right wing any window fun tion typi ally used in spe trum analysis.
An interesting hoi e is the exponential window, sin e it has the interpretation of in reasing
the resonator damping in a uniform manner, i.e., all the poles and zeros of the resonator are
ontra ted radially in the z plane by the same fa tor.
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4 Simpli ed Bowed Strings
The method of the previous se tion an be extended to bowed strings in an eÆ ient way. The
\leaning sawtooth" waveforms observed by Helmholtz for steady state bowed strings an be
obtained by periodi ally \plu king" the string in only one dire tion along the string. In prin iple,
a traveling impulsive ex itation is introdu ed into the string in the right-going dire tion ea h
period for a \down bow" and in the left-going dire tion for an \up bow." This simpli ed bowing
simulation works best for smooth bowing styles in whi h the notes have slow atta ks. More varied
types of atta k an be a hieved using the more physi ally a urate M Intyre-Woodhouse theory
[Smith 1987℄.
Commuting the string and resonator means that the string is now plu ked by a periodi ally
repeated resonator impulse response. A ni e simpli ed vibrato implementation is available by
varying the impulse-response retriggering period, i.e., the vibrato is implemented in the ex itation
os illator and not in the delay loop. The string loop delay need not be modulated at all. While
this departs from being a physi al model, the vibrato quality is satisfying and qualitatively similar
to that obtained by a rigorous physi al model. Figure 9 illustrates the overall blo k diagram of
the simpli ed bowed string and its ommuted and response-ex ited versions.
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Figure 9: a) The simpli ed bowed string, in luding amplitude, pit h, and vibrato ontrols. The
frequen y ontrol is also used by the string. b) Equivalent diagram with resonator and string
ommuted. ) Equivalent diagram in whi h the resonator impulse response is played into the
string ea h pit h period.

In urrent te hnology, it is reasonable to store one re ording of the resonator impulse response
in digital memory as one of many possible string ex itation tables. The ex itation an ontribute
to many aspe ts of the tone to be synthesized, su h as whether it is a violin or a ello, the for e
of the bow, and where the bow is playing on the string. Also, graphi al equalization and other
time-invariant ltering an be provided in the form of alternate ex itation-table hoi es.
During the synthesis of a single bowed-string tone, the ex itation signal is played into the string
quasi-periodi ally. Sin e the ex itation signal is typi ally longer than one period of the tone, it
is ne essary to either (1) interrupt the ex itation playba k to replay it from the beginning, or
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(2) start a new playba k whi h overlaps with the playba k in progress. Variant (2) requires a
separate in rementing pointer and addition for ea h instan e of the ex itation playba k; thus it
is more expensive, but it is preferred from a quality standpoint.
Of ourse, ordinary wavetable synthesis or any other type of synthesis an also be used as
an ex itation signal in whi h ase the string loop behaves as a pit h-syn hronous omb lter
following the wavetable os illator. Interesting e e ts an be obtained by slightly detuning the
wavetable os illator and delay loop; tuning the wavetable os illator to a harmoni of the delay
loop an also produ e an ethereal e e t.
The externally ex ited, ltered delay loop an be used also to simulate wind and other musi al
instruments. In fa t, any quasi-periodi tone an be approximated using an appropriate ex itation
signal (whi h may be varied over time) together with some loop lter (whi h also may be varied
over time). The fa t that the delay line is approximately one period in length restri ts appli ation
of this type of stru ture to quasi-periodi tones. However, aperiodi tones whi h an be well
approximated by a superposition of a few quasi-periodi tones an be synthesized using multiple
delay loops added together in parallel and ex ited by ommon or separate ex itations. Thus,
piano, marimba, and glo kenspiel an be approximated, for example. For wind instruments, a
ltered, enveloped noise ex itation is needed. In summary, the externally ex ited, ltered delay
loop an be viewed as an eÆ ient ompression te hnique for arbitrary quasi-periodi signals with
musi ally desirable parameters.
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Trigger

g1 ( n )

Excitation 1
a( n )

...

Length N Delay Line
Output

Excitation M

gM ( n )

Nonlinearity

Loop Filter

Figure 10: Generalized ltered delay loop synthesis.

Figure 10 illustrates a more general version of the table-ex ited, ltered delay loop synthesis
system. The generalizations help to obtain a wider lass of timbres. The multiple ex itations
summed together through time-varying gains provide for timbral evolution of the tone. For
example, a violin an transform smoothly into a ello, or the bow an move smoothly toward the
bridge by interpolating among two or more tables. Alternatively, the tables may ontain \prin ipal
omponents" whi h an be s aled and added together to approximate a wider variety of ex itation
timbres. An ex ellent review of multiple wavetable synthesis appears in [Horner et al. 1993℄. The
nonlinearity is useful for obtaining distortion guitar sounds and other interesting evolving timbres.
Finally, the \atta k signal" path around the string has been found to be useful for redu ing
the ost of implementation: the highest frequen y omponents of a stru k string, say, tend to
emanate immediately from the string to the resonator with very little re e tion ba k into the
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string (or pipe, in the ase of wind instrument simulation). Inje ting them into the delay loop
in reases the burden on the loop lter to qui kly lter them out. Bypassing the delay loop
altogether alleviates requirements on the loop lter and even allows the ltered delay loop to
operate at a lower sampling rate; in this ase, a signal interpolator would appear between the
string output and the summer whi h adds in the s aled atta k signal in Fig. 10. For example,
it was found that the low E of an ele tri guitar (Gibson Les Paul) an be synthesized quite
well using a ltered delay loop running at a sampling rate of 3 kHz. (The pi kups do not pi k
up mu h energy above 1.5 kHz.) Similar savings an be obtained for any instrument having a
high-frequen y ontent whi h de ays mu h more qui kly than its low-frequen y ontent.
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FIR 1

...
FIR L

FIR filter
γL ( n )

Convolution

Stochastic
Excitation
Component

Noise Generator

Figure 11: Example of a ltered noise ex itation implementation.

For good generality, at least one of the ex itation signals should be a ltered noise signal. An
example implementation is shown in Fig. 11. In this example, there is a free running bandlimited
noise generator whi h is ltered by a nite impulse response (FIR) digital lter. The lter
oeÆ ients are omputed in real time as a linear ombination of a set of xed FIR oeÆ ient
sets stored in ROM. A re ursive lter may also be used, in whi h ase ladder/latti e forms an
be used so that the oeÆ ients an be interpolated without stability problems. In a simple
implementation, only two gains might be used, allowing simple interpolation from one lter to
the next, and providing an overall amplitude ontrol for the noise omponent of the ex itation
signal.

5 Coupled Strings
In stringed musi al instruments, oupling phenomena annot be ignored. Coupling e e ts inlude amplitude modulation of partial amplitude envelopes due to \beating" between two or
more oupled modes, two-stage de ay (a fast de ay followed by a slower de ay), or \aftersound"
[Weinrei h 1977℄. Physi ally, signi ant oupled-string phenomena result from inter-string oupling, oupling between the horizontal and verti al polarizations of vibration on one string, and
between the string and body resonan es.
The simplest simulation of oupled strings is obtained by simply summing two or more slightly
detuned strings. More realisti string oupling involves a tual signal ow from ea h oupled string
to all others.
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Figure 12: Two strings terminated at a ommon bridge impedan e.

A diagram for the two-string ase is shown in Fig. 12. This situation is a spe ial ase of
the loaded waveguide jun tion [Smith 1987℄, with the number of waveguides being N = 2, and
the jun tion load being the transverse driving-point impedan e Rb (s) where the string drives the
bridge. For a dire t derivation, we need only observe that (1) the string velo ities of ea h string
endpoint must ea h be equal to the velo ity of the bridge, or v1 = v2 = vb , and (2) the sum of
for es of both strings equals the for e applied to the bridge: fb = f1 + f2 . The bridge impedan e
relates the for e and velo ity of the bridge via Fb (s) = Rb (s)Vb (s). Expanding into traveling
wave omponents in the Lapla e domain, we have

Rb (s)Vb (s)

= Fb (s) = F (s) + F (s)
= [F (s) + F (s)℄ + [F (s) + F (s)℄
= R fV (s) [Vb(s) V (s)℄g
+ R fV (s) [Vb(s) V (s)℄g
+
1

1

2

1

+
1
+
2

2

1

+
2

+
1
+
2

2

or

Vb (s) = Hb (s)[R1 V1+ (s) + R2 V2+ (s)℄
where Ri is the wave impedan e of string i, and

Hb (s) =

2
Rb (s) + R + R
1

2

Thus, in the time domain, the in oming velo ity waves are s aled by their respe tive wave
impedan es, summed together, and ltered a ording to the transfer fun tion Hb (s) = 2=[Rb (s)+
R1 + R2 ℄ to obtain the velo ity of the bridge vb (t).
Given the lter output vb (t), the outgoing traveling velo ity waves are given by

v1 (t)
v2 (t)

=
=

vb (t) v1+ (t)
vb (t) v2+ (t)

Thus, the in oming waves are subtra ted from the bridge velo ity to get the outgoing waves.
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Sin e V2 (s) = Hb (s)R1 V1+ (s) = Hb (s)F1+ (s) when V2+ (s) = 0, and vi e versa ex hanging
strings 1 and 2, Hb may be interpreted as the transmission admittan e lter asso iated with the
bridge oupling. It an also be interpreted as the bridge admittan e transfer fun tion from every
string, sin e its output is the bridge velo ity resulting from the sum of in ident traveling for e
waves.
A general oupling matrix ontains a lter transfer fun tion in ea h entry of the matrix. For
N strings, ea h onveying a single type of wave (e.g., horizontally polarized), the general linear
oupling matrix would have N 2 transfer-fun tion entries. In the present formulation, only one
transmission lter is needed, and it is shared by all the strings meeting at the bridge.
The above sequen e of operations is formally similar to the one multiply s attering jun tion
frequently used in digital latti e lters [Markel and Gray 1976℄. In this ontext, it would be better
termed the \one- lter s attering termination."
When the two strings are identi al (as would be appropriate in a model for oupled piano
strings), the omputation of bridge velo ity simpli es to

Vb (s) = Hb (s)[V1+ (s) + V2+ (s)℄

where Hb (s) =
2=[2 + Rb (s)=R℄ is the velo ity transmission lter. In this ase, the in oming
velo ities are simply summed and fed to the transmission lter whi h produ es the bridge velo ity
at its output. A ommuted simulation diagram appears in Fig. 13.

v1+(n)

v+
2(n)

N1 samples delay

Output
N2 samples delay

− Hb ( z )
LPF1

v1-(n)

v2-(n)
vb ( n )

LPF2

Figure 13: General linear oupling of two equal-impedan e strings using a ommon bridge lter.
Sin e Rb (z ) is positive real, it is readily veri ed that

2Hb(ej!T ) 1  1
whi h restri ts the set of oupling lters to those having frequen y response values in the ir le
of radius 1=2 entered at z = 1=2 in the omplex plane. If the two oupled strings are taken to
be lossless (e.g., two pure delay loops), then this onstraint be omes the stability ondition for
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the overall system. If the amplitude and phase response of the lter are denoted G(! ) and (! ),
respe tively, the passivity onstraint may be written in the form

os[(!)℄  G(!)

Thus, the gain may approa h unity only at frequen ies where the phase approa hes zero. In no
ase may the absolute value of the phase ex eed 90 degrees, nor may the gain ex eed 1 at any
frequen y. If the phase does approa h plus or minus 90 degrees, the gain must approa h zero
also. The real part of the frequen y response is always positive, and it may approa h zero only
if the imaginary part (hen e gain) also approa hes zero.
If the transmission lter Hb is taken to be a real, frequen y-independent gain G, orresponding
to a \resistive bridge termination," the passivity onstraint be omes simply

0G1

Su h a set of resistive bridge ouplings may be realized without multiplies by using gain values
of the form

G = 2 K ; K = 0; 1; 2; : : :

The ase G = 1 orresponds to a zero bridge impedan e whi h means the two strings simply fuse
into one long ideal string. The ase G = 0 orresponds to an in nitely rigid bridge, in whi h ase
the two strings are isolated from one another. Sin e realisti bridges are lose to rigid, we desire
many settings in the vi inity of G = 0, and the \right-shift" G = 2 K has this property.
Another passive, multiply-free, transmission lter is any lter having a transfer fun tion of
the form

Hb (z ) = 2

K

(1 + z );
1

K = 1; 2; : : :

Thus, the right-shifter is augmented by a unit-sample delay and a summer. In this ase, the
bridge appears more rigid at high frequen ies, behaving like a mass. Spring-like bridges an be
implemented using a transmission lter of the form Hb (z ) = 2 K (1 z 1 ); K = 1; 2; : : : .
These are one-zero lters. Corresponding multiply-free one-pole versions are Hb (z ) = 2 K =(1
z 1 ) for a mass-like bridge and Hb (z ) = 2 K =(1 + z 1 ) for a spring-like bridge.
Any passive transmission lter an be as aded with any resistive loss. Also, one mass-like
and one spring-like transmission lter as de ned above an be as aded. However, instability an
result if two mass or two spring lters are used in as ade. For higher orders, it is ne essary to
go to se ond-order se tions whose poles and zeros interla e near the unit ir le so as to obey the
phase onstraint. (Note that even the simple lter z 1 , orresponding to a unit sample delay,
rea hes phase  at half the sampling rate and is therefore not a passive transmission lter.)
Physi ally, pole-zero interla ing orresponds to the fa t that a bridge impedan e \looks like a
spring" at frequen ies from 0 to the rst resonan e frequen y, then it looks like a mass up to
the next resonan e, then like a spring again, and so on, up to half the sampling rate. These are
the lassi al \sti ness ontrolled" and \mass ontrolled" frequen y regions of a lightly damped
impedan e. Right on a resonan e frequen y, the phase goes to 0 and the impedan e \looks like
a dashpot" in that the impedan e is real.
Note that a yielding bridge introdu es losses into all atta hed strings. Therefore, in a maximally simpli ed implementation, all string loop lters may be eliminated, resulting in only one
lter|the transmission lter|serving to provide all losses in a oupled-string simulation. If that
transmission lter is multiply free, then so is the entire multi-string simulation.
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6 Summary
Te hniques appli able to eÆ ient synthesis of stringed musi al instruments were presented, along
with some further extensions. Spe i te hniques in luded lumping of distributed losses and
dispersion, onvolving body resonators and string ex itation signals into aggregate ex itation
look-up tables, bowed strings as periodi ally plu ked strings, single- lter oupled strings implementation, and ways to eliminate multipli ations. Sin e multiplies are intrinsi ally more expensive
than additions in linear number systems (e.g., a 16 by 16 multiply requires 16 extended-pre ision
additions), the number of voi es possible in a VLSI implementation normally goes up as the
number of multipli ations goes down.

7 Appendix
To introdu e losses into the wave equation, odd-order time derivatives su h as y_ ,  3 y=t3 , and
 5 y=t5 are introdu ed. To introdu e dispersion, e.g., for sti strings and bars, a fourth-order
term proportional to y 0000 is added in. A general, linear, time-invariant, di erential equation whi h
overs all of these ases is
1
1
k
l
X

k=0

k

 y (t; x) X  y (t; x)
= l xl
tk
l=0

On setting y (t; x) = est+vx , (or taking the 2D Lapla e transform with zero initial onditions), we
obtain the algebrai equation,
1
1
X
X
k=0

k
ks

=

l=0

lv

l

Solving for v in terms of s is straightforward in the ase of simple losses and sti strings, and
doing so yields the ltering needed to simulate simple losses and dispersion [Smith 1992℄. More
general ases are not solvable in losed form, but are solvable numeri ally. For example, note
that starting at s = 0, we normally also have v = 0 ( orresponding to the absen e of stati
deformation in the medium). Stepping s forward by a small di erential j ! , the left-hand
side an be approximated by 0 + 1 ! . Requiring the generalized wave velo ity s=v (s) to
be ontinuous, a physi ally reasonable assumption, the right-hand side an be approximated by
0 + 1 v , and the solution is easy. As s steps forward, higher order terms be ome important
one by one on both sides of the equation. Ea h new term in v spawns a new solution for v
in terms of s, sin e the order of the polynomial in v is in remented. It appears possible that
homotopy ontinuation methods [Morgan 1987℄ an be used to keep tra k of the bran hing
solutions of v as a fun tion of s. For ea h solution v (s), let vr (! ) denote the real part of v (j! )
and let vi (! ) denote the imaginary part. Then the eigensolution family an be seen in the form
exp fj!t  v(j!)xg = exp fvr (!)xg  exp fj! (t  vi(!)x=!)g. De ning (!) = !=vi(!),
and sampling a ording to x ! xm = mX and t ! tn = nT (! ), with X = (! )T (! ) (the
spatial sampling period is taken to be frequen y invariant, while the temporal sampling interval is
modulated versus frequen y using allpass lters), the left- and right-going sampled eigensolutions
be ome
ej!tn v(j!)xm = evr (!)xm  ej!(tn xm = (!))
= Gm (!)  ej!(nm)T (!)
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 vr (!)X
where G(! ) =
e
. Thus, a ompletely general map of v versus s, orresponding to a partial
di erential equation of any order, an be translated, in prin iple, into an a urate, lo al, linear,
time-invariant, dis rete-time simulation. The boundary onditions and intitial state determine
the initial mixture of the various solution bran hes.
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